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Physical Security Control 
 


Physical security control is strongest when it adheres to the principles of defense in depth 


and least privilege. Defense in depth and least privilege should be guiding principles that 


are fundamental to any comprehensive security strategy.  Implementing security in layers 


provides a robust and redundant defense. Also, restricting access to only those that 


require access makes security sense. Consider an analogy of how you protect your house. 


You would not consider protecting your house with only perimeter defense of having a 


locked gate on the driveway. You have doors with multiple locks and windows with 


locks. You also may have alarm systems with multiple defenses; including motion, 


sound, perimeter defense and the ability to call authorities. You may also have closed 


circuit television (CCTV), guard dogs and personal protection devices. Defense in depth 


is what you are implementing for your home in the previous example. Also, with respect 


to least privilege you certainly would not give a house key or alarm code to someone you 


don’t want in your house. 


 


Physical security for your organization should be implemented using the principles of 


defense in depth and least privilege. 


 


 


Keeping People Safe 
An obvious component of physical security is making sure that people are kept safe. The 


facility must have adequate protection against a range of disasters. Safety standards must 


be followed as dictated by local standards, for example local fire and building codes must 


be followed. Some safety standards for operating machinery or maintaining workplace 


safety are dictated by national organizations such as the Organization of Safety and 


Health Association (OSHA). Organizations are subject to inspection by these safety 


organizations for compliance and if not adhering to standards can be fined or shut down.  


 


Also, depending on where the facility is located protection against other “acts of God” 


such as hurricane, tornado, flooding also need to be accounted for. Local standards 


should always be followed as a minimum 


 


These protections also need to be applied to physical assets in the facility, but specific 


attention needs to be applied to the health and well-being of personnel in the physical 


premises. Sound policy and procedures and education around personal safety should be 


number one on the list of physical security.  
 


 


Perimeter Control 








Secure physical access starts with securing your perimeter. For some types of sites the 


perimeter can be secured using CCTV. This can monitor the coming and going of traffic 


into company parking lots. It also provides employees with protection against personal 


threat and vandalism to their vehicles. Having adequate lighting in outside areas is 


important as well. Lighting discourages theft and vandalism as well as providing some 


safety.  


 


In a more secure or government facility gated entries can be implemented staffed with 


guards. N-factor authentication can also be implemented to gain entry to the premises. 


Perimeter controls using walls, barbed wire and guards can be implemented depending on 


the level of protection required. Protecting trash and recycle areas is important. Several 


very damaging attacks have been engineered by attackers having acquired valuable 


intellectual assets by  “dumpster diving”. 


 


Security measures need to be taken to protect cabling, wiring and associated 


infrastructure. This is needed to protect the physical medium from damage in the event of 


environmental disaster or man-made sabotage. Adequate security for protecting signals 


from third party interception when transmitted through wireless or wired medium is 


needed. For protecting wired medium from man-in-the-middle or eavesdropping attacks 


sufficient physical shielding of wires is needed to protect against physical intercept of 


signals. For protection of wireless signals the use of cryptologic controls such as 


encryption and hashing is needed. This is an example where physical controls and 


programmatic controls intersect in a classic defense in depth scenario to provide 


protection for the information infrastructure.   


 


 


Entering and Exiting the Premises 
For most large companies employees stream through the entrance doors during normal 


work hours. Guard desks sometimes are staffed by less than diligent guards that simply 


do not check the badge of every person entering the premises. Plus with only one door for 


entry, several employees stream into the building at one time. Even if familiar faces are 


entering the building they could have been terminated the previous day and are re-


entering with some malicious intent in mind. This can be a security problem. Displaying 


a badge to a guard as you walk by does not provide a real safe guard against false entry.  


 


A more secure approach would be to implement some sort of multi-factor authentication 


to gain access to the building. For example, each employee has a coded badge requiring 


them to swipe it and enter a PIN before the door opened. If the PIN is correct the door 


opens to allow entry. This can present a problem of rapid entry to the building 


particularly in inclement weather if there are a lot of people, however with multiple 


doors, turnstiles or man-traps the problem of multiple people entering can be mitigated.  


Using a keycard badge to enter and exit the building also provides the benefit of having 


an audit trail of who entered and exited the building and the date and time. 


 


Entering the facility after hours through a locked door can be handled through coded 


badge access. Multi-factor authentication is very important in case a card was lost or 








stolen. Having a CCTV camera on each entry is important. Something that is hard to 


control after normal business hours entry is “tailgating”. This is where someone closely 


follows an authenticated person into a facility without being authenticated. This is easiest 


to control if employees are educated that tailgating is not allowed. Employees will 


generally comply with this policy. The person that won’t comply is the person trying to 


gain illegal access.  If they force themselves in it is difficult to make it the employee’s 


responsibility to keep them out, but the company should provide a contact that the 


legitimate employee can reach to explain what happened.  


 


For smaller places of business having protections similar to your house are in order: 


 doors and windows with multiple locks 


 alarm system with motion and sound detection, automatic notification of 
authorities 


 


 


Entering and Exiting Secure Spaces 
Entering secure rooms have similar issues as entering secure grounds and buildings. The 


problems can also be mitigated by similar mechanisms. Physical access to certain areas 


within the premise should be guided by the principle of least privilege. 


 


Principle of Least Privilege: No person should be granted more access than they 


need to do their job. 


 


Access to these rooms should be controlled by n-factor authentication. Minimally, entry 


could be gained by a swipe of a badge and entry of a PIN code. This coupled with CCTV 


would provide secure access with two levels of authentication along with a video record.. 


For more critical areas biometric access could be implemented to ensure a badge and PIN 


was not compromised. And of course, for ultra-secure areas guards in addition to the 


aforementioned mechanisms may be in order. Exit of secure spaces should also make use 


of the same authentication techniques that are used to enter the secure space.  


 


 


COMMON ACCESS CARDS 
Some organizations and government agencies control access to all assets using common 


access cards (CAC). A CAC contains multiple types of identification. It contains a 


picture identifying the owner of the card. It contains a magnetic stripe for accessing 


rooms and areas requiring this type of access. The card contains an integrated computer 


chip making it into a smart card that controls access to computer systems that have 


suitable readers. By implementing components of PKI (Public Key Infrastructure) a user 


can be identified using encryption and digital signing capabilities. The card is also 


synched with using SYK (Something You Know) authentication such as a PIN or 


password. When the SYK factor is used in conjunction with the CAC another factor of 


authentication is provided.  


 


An advantage of a CAC is that logging of all automated CAC uses can be done and 


written to a centralized audit file providing a record of access.  








 


The CAC demonstrates the merging of authentication, access and auditing controls for 


both physical (e.g. buildings/rooms) and electronic (e.g. computers/files) assets. 


 


 


Environmental Controls 
Some environmental control needs will be common across most facilities in most 


industries, particularly those that deal with the safety of people.  


 


Some unique concerns may be dependent on the business being conducted at the facility. 


For example, power needs. In the case of a power outage can the facility be emptied and 


everyone allowed to go home, or does backup power need to be supplied that supports a 


24 X 7 operation? Does the 24 X 7 operation need to accommodate machines and a 


skeleton staff, or a full work staff? What about the use of elevators in a high-rise 


business? Can egress be accomplished by backup power? 


 


Fire suppression technology is another area that may require special needs depending on 


the type of business being conducted. What fire suppression technology is needed for 


what asset type? Opening a deluge of water on a million dollar computer system is 


probably not the optimal first choice for fire suppression. However, suppressing a fire in 


a meeting room with water to protect people and the building may be the correct solution.  


 


Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning is another area that requires analysis. 


Computer rooms need reliable air conditioning that is often quite cool, office areas need 


air conditioning that is comfortable for humans. Heating and clean air are equally 


important and the needs for them need to be considered.  


 


 


Auditing and Physical Security 
The need to audit physical security events is as important as for events that apply to 


information technology assets. All forms of entrance and egress from buildings and 


secure rooms should be audited. Any access controlled through keycards, pin pads, 


biometric scans or other forms of automated access should have a record of the activity 


automatically recorded to an audit file. Records of entry and egress recorded by hand 


written logs and CCTV needs to be recorded and retained in an orderly manner. 


 


Records need to be kept of physical equipment. All equipment should have asset tags that 


record the model and serial number of the equipment. Also recorded should be where the 


equipment is located and the responsible party.  


 


There may be regulatory laws that require auditing all access to various physical 


resources (e.g. buildings and rooms). This requirement is no different than for accessing 


computer systems and electronic files.  


 


 


 








How Much Physical Security is enough? 
Just as the risk to your information assets needed to be assessed, so does the risk to your 


physical assets.  


 


The number of choices and variations in physical security are many. Consider a sampling 


of the numerous choices for protecting access to a room storing records in a file cabinet. 


Do you use: a keyed or combination lock? What Underwriters Laboratory (UL) rating is 


required for the locks? Is multifactor factor authentication needed for some aspects of 


physical security, such as for building access or secure room access? Should CCTV be 


implemented in the parking areas, on building doors and on access to restricted areas 


such as for computer lab environments and critical record storage? Are human guards 


required in areas to control access? The choices of protection to use are many. The proper 


protection to use can only be determined after the assets that require protection are 


assessed. 


 


Your physical assets need to inventoried and assessed along several dimensions. The 


dimensions are no different than what we started with for assessing the information 


assets. At some point the physical assets will likely intersect with the information assets. 


That is, they are one in the same.  


 


In order to implement a security plan it is necessary to understand: 


 the various assets that comprise a system 


 the value of the assets 


 the risks to the assets 


 the types of attacks that can take place against each asset 


 the vulnerabilities of each of the assets 


 the counter measures that can be taken to protect from an attack or to recover 
from an attack 


 the consequences of a successful attack balanced against the cost of protecting 
against the attack 


 


Only after performing a complete assessment can you determine how much physical 


security is enough.  
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